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● Making the most of character creation, 
world design, and backstory.

● Setting the tone and genre of the game.
● How to establish “house rules” to avoid 

conflict and confusion later on.
● And much more!
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Character Creation

How do you roll your character ability stats?  4 dice, don’t count 
the lowest? Point buy?

Are the Characters only using races and classes in the core 
rulebook or any other books or homebrews acceptable?

Do you want to set up your characters personality before the 
game or grow it naturally during the game.

Do the PC’s already know each other? Were they hired to do a 
job together? Do their backstories relate to each other?

Make sure characters have specific goals that can lead to 
role-play opportunities and adventure hooks.

Add character backstories to your world. Or create locations 
together as a group.

Establish the tone and genre of your game

Fantasy with low or high magic setting, Sci-fi, Horror, western, 
A spy thriller, post-apocalyptic setting?

Will the overall tone be serious? Or include comedic themes?

What type of story does the group want to play? 

What is the “motive” of the adventure? Epic quest or dungeon 
crawl? Monster Slaying? Political Intrigue? Heist? Survival?
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Good or Evil Campaign?  Assess your alignments.

Do the characters work well together? Figure out why the 
paladin is willing to travel with a pack of murder hobos.

Linear story or open world sandbox?

Hack-n-slash? Role-Play heavy? Or both?

 Exploration? Do players want a lot of puzzles and traps?

 Lots of voices and acting? Costumes and props at the table?

Establish your “House Rules”

Do you allow players fight each other?

Do you confirm critical hits?.

No cheating on dice rolls, stats, keep track of spell slots and 
ammo. Do you re-roll if the dice doesn’t land flat?

Does your play style match the players style?
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Establish your “House Rules” (cont)

What rules do you use to for critical hits and misses? Can you 
crit an ability check or saving throw?

Are you using experience points or leveling by session or story 
arcs?

Do you use Inspiration points or Bennies in your game?

Are phones allowed at your table?

How much do you expect players to work together?

Do you use flanking rules or rolling advantage?

Will you be role playing shopping or travel time?

Will you be counting rations and encumbrance rules?

If you have time during session zero, start the game with a practice 
battle or encounter. New players might need to take extra time to figure 
out their characters abilities and combat rules.

Teach the players that they should know what they are doing on 
their turn.
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Decide on a schedule

Decide when and where the next session is.

Is the game a one shot or an ongoing story?

Will the story last 4 sessions or 2 years?

Is the group okay if a player misses a session or two?

How does the group handle a missing player?

Do you want the whole party there every session?
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Descriptions & Notes & Ideas For Your Campaign

Session zero is the first step in starting a campaign for your game. 
This is when you get your players together to create characters. 
This first session will be more planning than playing. The players 
and the DM work together to come up with a story. A good DM will 
add the players stories to their pre-planned campaign. 

Remember, that classes aren't necessarily a characters personality. 
All barbarians aren't stupid, like Bruce Banner. All clerics aren't 
brainwashed religious nuts. The comic Rat Queens does very well 
to turn character tropes around. A fighters’ day job could be a 
talented chef.

Use extra paper for preparing spell books and other character 
abilities. If you try to fit all the info just on your character sheet it 
will quickly become a mess. Remember to always use pencil so 
when you level up, you can erase your old number and write down 
new ones. Use extra paper to keep track of hit points when you take 
damage. Use extra paper to record all the treasure your party gets. 
Have players write down important names and other notes related 
to the story.

Add characters and their back-stories to your world.
Do you have and elf from a forest? A rogue  from the city? Have 
them come from the city you have already created. The forest you 
already drew on the map.
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This makes the players feel like they are actually a part of the world. 
Instead of telling your characters what they want and where they 
are from, create the story together .

How the characters know each other? Did they meet in a tavern like 
every other story? Were they all hired for a job to do together? 

I like starting the game with the players already knowing each other 
and are working together. This makes planning a lot easier and 
more fun for the players to imagine how they met and decided to be 
friends. This will make planning a story easier for the DM, because 
there will be multiple backstories at play and you'll need less 
adventure hooks to make up.

Do your players want to roll stats? Before or after choosing a class? 
Are you rolling stats and the choosing classes based on the rolls? 
Are you min-maxing? having the highest and lowest number for 
each character? Will your party use the point buy system? If time is 
of the essence, you can make up the stats without rolling.

What are some simple character goals?
What are your characters wants and needs? The first story ideas 
should be taken from your players and their backstories that you 
establish here in session zero. A characters parents were killed by a 
tribe of orcs? Murdered by roaming bandits? Those can be your 
villains! By making it personal to the characters, the players will be 
more invested in the over arching story. 
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Maybe a player wants revenge against a six-fingered man and ends 
up in a plot where the evil prince wants to take over a kingdom. By 
adding obstacles, random encounters, run-ins with bad guys, and 
swamps that are on fire, you can turn this story into a 12 session 
long campaign. Just based on a simple backstory. Establish the first 
mission or story line, directly related to one of the characters.

Establish house rules. 
Set boundaries right away. (do you let players fight each other? do 
you confirm critical hits?). No cheating on dice rolls. 

Teach the players that they should know what they are going to do 
before their turn. Make sure players know what dice to roll and 
what their bonuses are.

Start the game with a practice battle or encounter. This is especially 
important for beginning players and dungeon masters. Figure out 
the flow of battle. How long does it take for someone to take a turn? 
How much damage does your characters normally do? What are 
the basic rules? Standard actions, and bonus actions. 

My favorite practice game was when the players wanted their own 
pirate ship. The first battle I gave them was to kill the previous 
captain and use their skills to intimidate the crew. It was engaging, 
exciting, and a great way to start the story.
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Keep character creation simple, especially if you are a new 
Dungeon Master.

Stick with simple races and classes from the core handbook.

There are enough rules and other things you will need to keep track 
of. Don't let your first game get bogged down because a player 
wants to be a half-dragon half-owlbear sorcerer with special 
abilities. You'll end up wasting most of your time looking up weird 
abilities and game rules instead of actually playing. 

Starting simply is the best way for you and your player to get used 
to the game mechanics and how the game flows. Once you have 
some more experience as players, you can create new characters 
and add them to the game. 
    
Say no during creation and yes during game play. This works well to 
keep things simple to start with, gets the adventure underway, and 
then during the game you can say yes to all the weird things players 
will want to try.

Establish the games tone and genre. I'm sure you already have a few 
ideas for stories. Give the ideas to the players and let them choose 
what to go with. Is it funny fantasy adventure or a super serious spy 
thriller? It is a gritty western or a space exploration game?
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Figure out a general tone as well, if you are trying to play in a 
haunted house or in a Lovecraftian horror setting, it won't go very 
well if the players aren't acting horrified or going a little crazy.

Establish a party alignment. 
Are all the players all generally good, and want to answer every 
distress call they hear? 

Do you have an evil player who is planning on double crossing the 
group? Will the players characters even work with someone like 
that?

What is your DM style and the players style? Do they just want to 
hack-and-slash everything and take the loot? Do you want to run a 
role play heavy story full of intrigue and moral dilemmas? 

Do players want to solve puzzles and get past traps? Is exploration 
important to the players? Do players want to be entertained and 
watch the DM act things out all night? 

Some new players won't even know what they want until they've played 
a few sessions. 

Set a group schedule for the next few sessions so the group wont 
fall apart right away. Games always eventually fall apart no matter 
how excited everyone is. A game lasting years is a lot more rare 
than you would think. 

People are always busy. 
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So plan as much as you can with as many group members as 
possible. If you plan in advance, everyone will be more likely to 
commit to a time. 

Good luck and have fun!

Want to become a master storyteller and 
craft amazing campaigns for your players?

VISIT

GamesMastery.com
for more great tips and strategies, 

information and ideas.


